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Fatesteel Tec. 3, 935 

(URSETED STATES EPATENT OFFICE 
2,026,500 

FRELING GEVICE AND REGESO) (Off 
As NG E SARE 

a Roi E. suitchings, foraswagata, N. S. assiggae: 
to Bernington 3&nd race. Biafrae, R. Y. 

(brigitaa applicatiora Agpai 1, 1926, Serial Ns. 
282,655. Eivide? 2 ad his application February 

, 93i, Seria No. 526,445 
2 Caias. (C. 95-5) 

his application is a division of ray. Coperadirag 
agplication, Serial No. 62,655, fied April 1, 
926, matured 80 atten, fo. 1919,433 of July 

25, 1933. 
5 his invention eates to fing devices in which 

Eatter to lose fled is ingrinted on sensitized 
sheets by photographic aeans and is then used to ing. 

E, further relates to the Silethod of and appaea 
20 ratus for preparing the fing devices. 

in the filing of big records, such as the record 
C. books in large librasies, etc., considerable 
space is required for e record cards when the 
ordinary method of cards on edge in trays is 

i5 used. Surthermore, the use of the files is a slow 
aadi curinberSOIae task especially as only one card 
can be seen at 2, is ine. The space required for 
i.es is also aug Cented by the fact that ofter the 
Snotation. Only covers a periora of the card and 
£ne balance of the card is af, blank. Usually 
She cards are Written via the large type of 2. 
EypaWriter whereas 8, rich Saller tyre would 
suffice especially since only aa Ceccona refer 
ence is made to any particular card. Sometimes 
36 is Roland desirekle to Sa2a duplicate second 

: 

cards as when the old Syster of fling is to be 
replaced by a gnose eficient one. However, , 
Sarge number (5 ha library file cards are oftag, 
Tritten in an S2, Soreign languages so that tase 
cost of copying i.ezia by Ordinary retireds $7oui 
See prohibitive. 

in the Caating oš file cogies of correspoxie:ace, 
3, often happexas kaat 2, considerable nuanzai of 
copies are needed to send to different paole. 
EIowever, is the last one or two caroo copies, 
£he "Yriting is used 2.Éd indistinct, so that re 
Triting cecoxes secessa:37. Also ira Ghaking 
Several caxoor cogies, when an error is trade on 
She type 7:iter, it is 306 inconveniarai, and in 
afficient to 2:22e erasures on all copies agad often 
corrections &3'e Yot inade or ail copies, 7ith a 
cistace of CESSiang Serious erors becausa : 
copies are not, as Exe. 
An object of this investion, therefore, is to 

p'ovide Raea's So? 'epicficing and fing foilmi 
as records which will 3 aighly acoiaonics for 
Seing SQ30e reg.3333d, 332d, 78ry fast and coas 
73raian, 30: Yeference. 

5. Anothes ooject of tha is vention is to provide 
geans of a cigag 22 is a deglite auries of snai 
sized copies of 27.8%ter to be filed, by asking 
Sginal photographs of the 222tter and geisaicing 
Eese copies in 28 gocize:S or trays of a sing 
devica so 32% Seves'32 Fiologiespas it a visia 

Y 

s 5 

8, g, glance, this greatly acilitating 2nd Spaeing 
up 3'eference to the ille cards. 
A further object of this inventio is .0 poo 

vide aeans for conveniently photographing ina 
terial to be aled, on sensitized paper which is in 
Xoll for, the strip of sensitized paper eing pera 
$orated automatically as it is exposed. So that the 
photographs can late be severed one fron the 
other after development and then attached to a 
gether in chain form in overlapping position 10 
convenient for fling. 
A still further object of the invention is to pro 

vide nearns for copying printed nate cheaply 
and accurately so that all copies will the exactly 
alike and of equal quality, regardless of the lane 5 
guage Sed; also to improve filing enods and 
devices in other resgecies hereinafter specified and 
claired. 

in the dra Wings: 
ig. 2 is a perspective view of a file tray having 30 

pockets containing in proved fling cards, 
Fig. 2 is a son view of one of the inproved 

file cards ready to be installed in the fie pocket. 
Fig. 3 is a fragmentary front view of...a, strip of 

the agroved file cards after developing the 25 
Seasized pages and before severing he cards. One 
for the oie, 

Sig. 4 is a fragmentary froa, view oil a large 
scale, of a pair of the cards joined together in 
overlagging gosition 30 fox2 & chas or Series of 
C23ds, 

Sig. 5 is a front via? of one of She pocirets 
which is adaged to suppoir, the pilotcg38phic 
cards in fing position, 

3.g. 6 is a rear view of one of the Ocies with 
8averal of the piaotographic cards in position, 

3ig. 7 is 8, fragmentary detail view on a large 
Scale of the top of one of the 20ckets &nd proto 
grassic le cards, 

Sig. 3 is a loagiudinal sectional view sough 45 
one of the trays which supports the pocket, earneg 
and Rockets, 

Fig. 8 is 8, agentary tra,InSWe'Se Sectiona: 
viety Earogia one of the file 2337S, 

Fig. i0 is a verical sectional view through an 45 

5 

3 

3 s 

izingroved apparatus for Ziraking hegihotostat file 
cars in strip orgia. 

3rig. ii is a sectional plan view of the in 
goved photographing aggaratus taken 03 he 
ise S 3-d of g. i0, 
Fig. 32 is a vertical Sectional Viety aro2gh the 

pilotographing apparatus on the ling 2-2 o' 
3.g. 10, 

Sig. 3 is a, Ragmentary exile.iged plan view 
p38ig 33 section of the punch Caechanism which S3 



is adapted to perforate the strip as it is ex 
posed, 

Fig. 14 is a front sectional view of the punch, 
Fig. 15 is a sectional elevation of the photo 
Epig apparatus taken. On the line 5-5 of 
3. , . 
Fig. 16 is a detail sectional elevation of the 

repeat mechanism of the photographing appara 
tus taken on the line 6-6 of Fig. 11, 
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Fig. 17 is a plan sectional view of the copy 
holder mechanism taken on the line - of 
Fig. 10, 

Fig. 18 is a fragmentary front view of the re 
peat mechanism control lever, 

Fig. 19 is a fragmentary sectional elevation of 
the intermittent driving mechanism, and 

Fig. 20 is a sectional elevation through the 
drive pulley. 
In carrying out my invention, a specially sen 

sitized paper 20, similar to photostat paper, is 
provided in strips which are rolled up to form 
rolls 2. This sensitized paper is used in a photo 
graphing apparatus to be hereinafter described 
in such a way that material such as library cards, 
correspondence, etc., is photographed Or im 
printed Successively. On the strip of Sensitized 
paper. Preferably at the same time that the 
image of the material to be copied is imprinted 
On the sensitized paper, various slots 22 and 23 
are punched in the sensitized paper and also 
openings 24 to form ears or tabs 25. 

After exposure of the sensitized strip and the 
punching thereof, the roll of exposed sensitized 
paper is removed from the apparatus and de 
iveloped in the usual way. The resulting strip 
of photographic file cards shown in Fig. 3, then 
is severed across dotted line 26 to form indi 
vidual finished file cards 27 as shown in Fig. 2. 
These file cards are preferably smaller than the 
original from which they were photographed, so 
that they occupy a very small space. If some of 
the printing has been reduced to such a small 
Scale in photographing that it can not be easily 
read with the naked eye, it is contemplated to 
employ an ordinary reading glass so that the in 
Scriptions and reading matter 28 can be clearly 
See. 

It should be understood that these photo 
graphic file cards may be placed on edge in a file 
tray in the usual manner without linking the 
cards one to the other. However, the preferred 
form of the invention contemplates the use of the 
photographic file cards linked together to form 
a chain or Series of cards so that a considerable 
number of cards can be seen at a glance thus 
making the fling system very fast and efficient 
and the labor required in reference work is re 
duced to a minimum. The linking of the cards 
together to form a chain or series is accorn 
plished by inserting the tab. 25 of one card in 
a slot 22 of another card, then, bending the 
upper edge of the card and inserting the oppo 
site tab 25 in the opposite slot 22 of the ad 
jacent card. Upon release of the card, it flat 
tens out and the two, cards are then linked to 
gether as shown in Fig. 4. This operation is 
repeated until a chain or series of cards 29 is 
formed, each card overlapping the card next to 
it. When it is desired to remove a card from 
the chain, this operation is reversed and a new 
card can then be inserted in its place. Thus a 
file having these chains of cards can be easily 
kept up to date by quickly inserting new cards 
to replace old ones. In some cases the nota 
tions imprinted on the photographic file card 
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will be so brief that only the upper part of the 
card will be filled with inscriptions 28. In order 
to use the filing system in the most efficient 
way, it is preferred to have a plurality of slots 
22 and 23 so that the tabs of the adjacent card 5 
can be inserted in the appropriate pair of slots, 
thus exposing to view only the portion of the 
card actually containing inscriptions 28 while the 
blank part of the card is covered up by the adja 
cent card. 10 
These chains of photographic file cards may 

be supported in any one of a variety of fling 
cabinets of different form so as to be readily ac 
cessible for reference. In the preferred form . 
of fling cabinet, a pocket 30 is provided of rear 15 
Sonably strong material such as heavy paper, 
cardboard or the like. This pocket 30 has a 
transparent sheath 3 f folded over the top edge 
so that the fold 32 on the front of the pocket 
is somewhat longer than the fold 33 on the back 20 
of the pocket. This sheath is preferably Se 
cured to the pocket 30 by staples 34 although any 
other form of fastening device for the sheath 
may be used. At the bottom of the pocket 30, 
a semi-flexible strip 35 is preferably attached by 25 
means of staples 36 so that each end of the 
strip 35 extends beyond the pocket 30, thus 
forming tongues 3. w 
A series of perforated slots 37A is provided 

in the pocket 30 to form a bend line so that 30 
said pocket may be bent back upon itself along 
this bend line. The strip and pocket may then 
be bent somewhat in the middle, and the tongues 
37 slipped under retaining angle clips 38 extend 
ing along each edge of frames 39. When the 35 
pocket is then allowed to flatten out, the strips 
and pockets are held in alignment with the 
strips 35 in abutting position, edge to edge, and 
the upper edges of the pockets overlapping and 
exposing to view the series of transparent 4 
sheaths 3. 
On the front of the pockets 30, the upper edges 

of the file cards in a given chain are inserted 
under the fold 32 of the sheath 3 so that the 
inscription on the top of the file card can be seen 45 
through the transparent fold 32, as shown in 
Fig. 7. Thus, the file card becomes self-index 
ing and the fold 32 also holds the upper end of 
the chain of file cards in position on the pocket 
30. In order to hold the bottom end of the chain 50 
of cards in position on the pocket 30, ears 60 are 
cut from the pocket 30 near the strip 35 and the 
lower end of the chain of file cards is inserted 
under this ear. A plurality or vertical series of 
these ears 40 may be provided so that the bottom 55 
of the chain of cards will be held in position on 
the pocket 80 regardless of the length of the 
chain of cards. 
In order to attach chains of file cards to the 

back of the pockets 30 as shown in Fig. 6, slots 60 
37B are provided in the pocket adapted to re 
ceive the tabs 25, of the top fle cards in the 
chains. The bottom edge of the bottom card of 
each chain is then slipped under the short fold 
33 of the transparent sheath 3. 65 
The frames 39 are preferably supported in a 

vertical position in a metal tray or box 4f hav 
ing angle strips 42 along the inside of each side 
wall 43. A roll 44 is formed at the bottom of 
each frame 39 and the end 45 of the roll extends 70 
under the angle strip 42, thus permitting the 
frame 39 to be tilted at a considerable angle but 
still be retained in the box 4f. A hinge member 
46 is pivotally mounted on each end 47 of the 
tray, this hinge member being adapted to en- 75 
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gage a clip $8 on the end frame 9 when in One 
position and to be swung outwardly and downs 
Wardly into an open position when it is desired 
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to remove frames from the tray 4f or to refer to 
pockets mounted on frames near the center of 
the tray 3. The angle strip 62 extends within 
some distance of the end 8 of the tray 6, thus 
permitting frames to be removed by sliding to 
ward one end of the tray i? until the roll ends 
85 are cleared from the end of the angle strips 2. 
In reference to the cards on the back of pockets 
38, the pockets are bent forward almost to a hori 
ZOntal position. 
The apparatus for making the photographic 

file cards 2; consists, in the preferred enoodi 
rinent of the invention, of 2, nechanism or wind 
ing the sensitized strip 28 with an interrittent 
notion fron a supply spool 38 to a second Spool 
or reel 58. During each dwell in the interni 
tent movement of the strip 2, the image of the 
notations on a card or sheet 2 to be copied is 
photographed onto the strip by mechanism to be 
hereinafter described. If the cards are to be 
later attached together in chain form as above 
described, appropriate punchings 22, 23 and 26 
are made in the cards preferably somewhat be 
fore the exposure of the image So that the punches 
Serve to position the strip accurately during ex 
posure, as well as provide a means for accurately 
positioning the strip for cutting the separate 
cards therefron. 
The intermittent movement of the sensitized 

strip 28 is accomplished by means of a drive pui 
ey or wheel 53 which is rotatably mounted on 
shaft 54, the latter being rigidly mounted in bear 
ings 55 of frame member 56. A plurality of radir 
ally positioned pins 5: are slidably mounted in 
holes in the outer rim of the wheel 53 and inner 
huo portion 58 (Fig. 20). An annular shoulder 
59 is formed on each pin 5 and springs 69 be 
tween said shoulders and the rim 53 tends to 
Cnove the pins inwardly toward the axis of the 
Wheel 53 so that the inner ends of the pins al 
Yays contact with cans 6 fixed by piras SSA to 
shaft 55. The outer ends of the pins 5 are 
adapted to enter the punched slots 22 or 23 in the 
Strip 2 when a section 62 (Fig. 10) of the cams 
39 having a comparatively large radius causes 
the pins 5 to move radially outward as the strip 
2 passes around the lower half of the wheel 53. 
in order to cause the driving pins 5 to move in 
yardly and release from the strip without tearing 
the Same, an annular section 63 of the cams 6 
of comparatively small diameter, allows the pins 
to nove in Wardly. 

It is desired to have the intermittent rotation 
or movement of the wheel 53 start with a slow 
acceleration under a spring driving impulse so 
that the strip 20 will not be torn nor damaged in 
starting its movement. For this purpose, a drive 
shaft 64 is rotatably mounted in bearings 65 
which are formed on frame member 56. A wheel 
S5a is rigidly secured to shaft 64 by means of 
pin S6, and a pawl 6 is pivotally mounted on 
wheel 65 by means of pin 68. One face of wheel 
55a is notched out to permit a limited rocking 
or partial rotation of pawl 67, as seen in Fig. 19. 
This notchin the wheel 65a forms a stop shoulder 
69, against which the upper end of the pawl 
8 engages to limit its rotation in a clockwise di 
rection. A spring connects the lower end of 
pawl 67 to a pin 72 secured to the outer edge of 
wheel 65a. An annular series of pins 3 extends 
from one edge of the wheel 53 so that as the pawl 
67 is rotated by means of shaft 64, it engages 

one of these pins 3 at each revolution to cause 
the wheel 53 to rotate one step of its revolution, 
thus moving the strip 20 the distance of one ale 
cardi 2. When the pawl 6 first contacts with 
pin 3, the spring is extended to give a slow 5 
acceleration to wheel 53 until the end of the 
pawi contacts with the limiting shoulider 69, which 
causes the partial rotation of the wheel 53 in its 
step by step intermittent motion. It should be 
understood that any other suitable means of driv 
ing wheel 53 with intermittent driving mechanism 
ray be used. 
Eke reel 5 is preferably enclosed in a light, 

tight removable metal box 3, having a slot 3 
near one side of its botton through which the 
strip 23 travels as it winds from its reel 53 to 
reel S. A strip of Selt or other opaque fiexible 
material 6 is fastened to the inside of the bot 
ton of the box 4 and bears against the inside of 
the strip 28, so that when all of the strip has been 20 
unwound from ree; SO to reel 58, the strip 6 will 
fall down to a horizontal position and close slot 
75, so that the metal box is may be removed from 
the case 8 of the photographing apparatus with 
out further exposure of sensitized strip 20 to the light. 

it is preferable to keep the strip 20 under a, 
slight tension at times, and for this purpose, the 
shaft 9 of reel 5G engages a clutch 38 of a spiring 
notor 3 of standard construction. A winding 
key 32 is provided outside of case 3, so that the 
anotor 38 may be wound at intervals. The end of 
the shaft 9, opposite spring motor 8 , is re 
movably and resiliently held by means of a spring 
actuated hearing 9A pressing against its end. 85 
The reel box 29 is renovably secured in casing 
78 by angie strap 8A and a pair of hingedly con 
nected plates 33, secured thereto by thumo screws 
84 and 35. The botton of casing 8 is preferably 
formed of a base G3 of wood or other Suitable in 2- 40 
terial, to winich giaetal case 3 is attached by 
screws . A cover 88 is hingedly connected to 
the top of the case 8 for the purpose of inserting 
a new reel 50 at intervais. 3 referably, a flexible 
leader strip 20A having hooks 29B for engaging 45 
the end of the strip 20, is provided on the reel 5 
for convenience in installing a new roll of the 
strip 2. 
An arra 83 is pivotally connected on the base 36 

toy means of pin 39, and rollier 98 is rotatably 
mounted on the end of arrin 38 by Sineans of pin. 
ge, so that the strip 2 travels at all times be 
tween the outer periphery of wheel 53 and that 
of roller 98. The roler 9 is maintained resilient 
iy in contact with the strip 26, by means of 2. 
spring 32 connected to an 88 and to a shoulder 
93 secured to base 86. , 
When all of strip 2 has been unwound from 

the ree 5 to reel 5, it is desirable to have an 
automatic signalling device which will indicate 
on the outside ox case 3 the condition of the 
strip. This is actuated by a beil crank lever 94, 
pivotally amounted on pin 95 and having roller 98 
rotatably mounted on the end of one of its arms 
by means of pin 97. This bell crank ever 84 is 
so mounted that gravity tends to Gnaintain the 
roller 96 in contact with strip 'oll 26 at all times. 
The other arm 38 of said cell crank ever $4 has 
an upstanding shoulder 99 on its end, which is 
adapted when the beil crank ever is in its lower 
most extreme position, to engage in an electric 
switch member which closes an electrical cir 
cuit of standard construction not shown, thus 
operating a signal So, such as buzzer, iight, etc. 
When this signalling device is actuated, the oper- 5 
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4 
ator of this protographing machine can then 
make provisions for supplying a new sensitized 
roll 2 into the casing 8 and remove the reel 5 
containing the exposed strip. 
The preferred embodiment of the invention 

contemplates the use of a copy holder, into which 
the material to be photographed, Such as library 
cards, correspondence, etc., can be manually or 
automatically inserted, and a mechanism to oper 
ate this copy holder can be adjusted to automati 
cally make any desired number of photographed 
copies of the desired card or memorandum. In 
the preferred form, this copy holder consists of 
a plurality of radially extending arms 02 which 
are mounted on a hub fo3, the latter being se 
cured to a shaft O4 rotatably mounted on bear 
ings 05 on one end of base 86. The cards 52 to 
be copied can be held on arms 02 in any desired 
way, such as by spring clips 0.5a, so that when 
the copy holder is rotated automatically, by a 
mechanism to be hereinafter described, into focus 
position with one arm 02, in a horizontal plane 
under a photograph lens tube 06, the card will 
be held rigidly in said horizontal focus plane. 
The surface of card 52 may be brightly illuminated 
by means of a plurality of electric lamps 07, 
which may be mounted in any suitable way, such 
as on front wall 08 of case 8. By means of 
these lamps 0, the image of the inscriptions on 
the card 52 is reflected upwardly into the reflect 
ing prism f O9, and then inwardly through tube 
fo onto sensitized strip 20. Lens is inter 

posed between reflecting prism 69 and the sensi 

40 

tized strip 20, so that the image is properly focused 
when it falls upon the sensitized strip. 

It is desirable to interpose a shutter mecha 
nism between the tube 0 and the sensitized strip, 
So that no light will get to the sensitized strip 
when the latter is in motion. For this purpose, 
a circular shutter 2 is provided with a pair of 
Semicircular openings f3, the ends of these 
Openings being spaced apart by solid segments 

4, which serve to close the tube O while the 
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strip 20 is in motion. When the movement of 
the strip 20 is stopped, the rotation of shutter 
f2 is so timed that these openings f3 come 

Opposite tube fo, thus allowing the light and 
image of card 52, to pass through said opening 
onto the sensitized strip. The shutter 2 is 
Secured to stud 5, which in turn is rotatably 
mounted in a bearing 6, this bearing being 
part of a bearing bracket secured in a suit 
able manner to the frame member 56. The out 
er periphery of the shutter f2 is provided with 
gear teeth 2 adapted to mesh with and be 
driven by similar gear teeth 8 on the outer 
periphery of gear 8 (see Fig. 12). The gear 
8 (Figs. 11 and 12) is rigidly secured to shaft 
9, the opposite end of said shaft being provided 

with bevel gear 20, which meshes with another 
bevel f2 secured to the end of drive shaft 68. 
The shaft 9 (Fig. 11) is rotatably mounted at 
one end in bearing 22 on bracket , and at 
the other end in bearing 23 secured to frame 
member 56. Each end of shaft 66 has a clutch 
24 which extends through a hole in case 8, so 
that a source of energy, such as an electric mo 
tor, may be attached to the drive shaft through 
One of said clutches 24. Also several of these 
photographing machines may be assembled to 
gether through clutches 24, so that a number of 
these machines may be operated from a single 
motor, and all of the machines will be in a line 
Convenient for operation. 
A mechanism is provided for moving the copy 

2,026,500 
holder arms 02 through part of a revolution while 
the sensitized strip 20 is moved. This mecha 
nism consists of a reciprocating rod 25 (Fig. 
10), which is slidably mounted in frame mem 
ber 56, shoulder 93, and the front wall fo8 of 5 
the case T8. - An upstanding fange 26 is se 
cured to rod 25 adjacent wheel 53 (Fig. 15). 
This flange 26 is in the path of travel of pins 
73 so that, when wheel 53 is rotated through 
part of a revolution, one of the pins 3 engages 0 
said flange 26, and moves rod 25 to the left 
against the action of a spring 27 on the rod 25 
between shoulder 93 and annular shoulder 28 
formed on said rod. This motion to the left of . 
rod 25, as seen in Fig. 10, causes a downwardly 15 
extending, pivotally mounted tooth 29 to engage 
one of a plurality of pins 30 on hub 03 so as 
to cause the rotation of the copy holder through 
part of a revolution, thus bringing another arm 
02 containing another card to be copied, into 20 

position and into focus. As the pin 73 engaging 
flange 26 again starts to move upwardly through 
its circular path, it disengages from flange 26 
and rod f 25 then snaps to the right under the 
action of spring 27. Any other mechanism for 25 
causing a partial rotation of copy holder as the 
strip 20 moves, or any mechanism which will 
mcve the cards to be copied into and out of the 
focus or photographic position, may be used in 
stead of the mechanism described. 30. 

It is preferable to so control the movement 
of the rod 25 that one or any number of photo 
graphic copies of a given card may be made auto 
matically. For this purpose a series of outstand 
ing studs 3 (Figs. 15 and 16) are radially at- 35 
tached to the outer edge of the wheel 53, and a 
second series of studs 32 are also secured to the 
Outer periphery of wheel 53, the two series of 
studs 3 and 32 lying in a plane perpendicular 
to the axis of wheel 53, these planes being spaced 40 
apart a predetermined distance so that each series 
of studs selectively actuates the copy holder COn 
trol mechanism to be hereinafter described. 
This copy holder control mechanism preferably 

consists of a bell crank lever 33, rigidly mounted 45 
on shaft 34 (Fig. 16). One arm 33A of this 
lever 33, is pivotally attached by means of pin. 
(35, to a lever 36. A spring 37 is attached 
to the end of lever f36 opposite pin 35, and 
said spring is also attached to a pin 38 fastened 
to the inside of case 78. A shoulder 39 is formed 
on the rear face of lever 36, said shoulder being 
so positioned that it will move into and out of 
the path of rotation of pins 3 and 32 as the 
shaft 34 is rocked. A rod 40 is pivotally con- 99 
nected to the end of lever 36 adjacent the Spring 
37, and said rod hangs downwardly and passes 
through an opening or bearing 4 in the base 86. 
An annular shoulder 62 is formed on rod 40, 
said shoulder being so positioned that, as the 
rod 40 is moved downwardly by lever 36, said 
shoulder will engage one arm 63 of a trip lever . 
A44. This trip lever is pivotally mounted on a 
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fixed pin 45, secured to an angle bracket 46. 
A second arm 47 of the lever 44 is normally 65 
held in the path of travel of an annular shoulder 
48, formed on the rod 25. A rod 49 is piv 
otally connected at one end to pin 50 on a sec 
ond arm 5 of the bell crank lever 33. The 
opposite end of the rod 49 passes through, and 70 
is slidably supported by, bearing plate 52, se 
cured to the outer wall of case 78. A cam 53 is 
formed on the rod 49 so that when rod 49 is 
moved axially to the right by the bell crank lever 
33, said cam engages arm 43, of lever 44 (Figs. 75 
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i5 and 6), thus pressing down said arra 633 and 
holding the arm 4 out of the pata o8 travel of 
the shoulder 33. 
The shaft 3 passes through the Croat, Wall 883 

of the case and adjusting ever 33 (Sigs. 10, 15, 
and 8) is secured to the outer end of shaft; 36, 
said adjusting ever having a handie S 55 so that 
it finay be manually actuated. The outer end of 
he ever 56 has a lotch or for SS and said 
lever 53 is slightly flexible. A secies of pins 35 
is positioned in the wall 33 in the path of the 
fork 5 sc tist, the ever 56 can be piled out 
Wardly aid dropped ove, one C he is 5 to 
adjust the copy holder Sechsisra is 3, position 
where the nakes of copies to he in 26e ci each 
card is deterrained. As shown is sig. 8, the ieft 
aid positi) indicates that one copy of 8 card. 
will be raie &nd the second position, isdicated 
by Eine atta: “R', indicates that SS indefinite 

; Rumber of cogies will be raade of esca card. A 
third position to the right, indicated by the sau 
ineral '4', igdicates that our copies will be inade 
of each card, and in the same Way, the last posi 
tion to the Eight indicates that two copies of each 
card will be inade. When the lever 53 is in a po 
sition for Sitaking one copy of each card, the ever 
E36 is in its eithesost left hand position Wiese 
the shot; ider 39 will not engage tritin either of 
the series OS gigas 38 and 32, and in this position, 
car. 53 as Ods the ever arr & O, OS 
engage:Cle:G, 7ith shoulder £38. When the leve 
$543 is in Sosition marked “R', can 53 is dis 
engaged frox 3.2a. 833, but shoulde 39 does no; 
engage wit: the two series of pins 3G aidi 32. 
When iave 353 is in position in ared '4', shouli 
del 33 ergsgas series of pins 32, these pins e 
ing two in a linkei, and positioned diagnetically 
opposite on ina outer periphery of the wheel 53. 
Thus, it is position, the ever 936, rod G36), and 
lever 33 73 he actuated twice for every revoli 
tion of 3:3 ''finee. 53 to make our duplicate copies 
of the 32 cai'i exposed, since one complete KeyC 
ution of , a 37hese 53 means the exposure of 
eight, sile cards. When the ever 53 is in the 
Sosition inaiked '2', the shoulder 3 will be eas 
gage? y oth series of pins 38 and 32 so that 
lever 36, of SiG and lever 3, will e actuated 
fo: every ches card exposed. Any other nechao 
risin Yificia 'Til operate to regulate the Yataber 0 
exgeSizes Gige (made for each ca'd, Aay be used 
in place of 3.e3nechanism described. 

in order to gosition the copy holder arms. GG2 
accurately in 3ocus, a stop oar 858 is siidably 
mounted on the case 88, so that when the bar 58 
is in is father lost right hand position, SS ShoWr 
in Sig. 30, he end of the copy arm 32, which is 
in focus position, will rest against the end of said 
stop at 53. A latch 59 is pivotally Emounted 
on in 36 secured to oracket S 68 on waii. 638, 
said sea having a spring 662 connecting its 
uppe and is the wall 98 so that the atch 853 is 
continually aged in a counter clockwise direct 
tion oy said spiring. As the copy older a ran 82 
is rotated Etoiga gait of a revciation, the era. 
first, engages tae resiiieza'iy 22d C32A Suisiace S63 
of late: 39, viiich retards the gotiation o? She 
cogy oldes 3rd prevents too sudden a jarring 
stop against the stop bar 58. 

In ories to release the copyholder an 882 after 
exposure of the card, & pair o Epstanding Siouis 
diers a 63 (3.g. 0) is foraged on the ignine end of 
the stop bag (58. A can ever 65 (Sigs. G and 
7) is givisis, Zaounted on pin 36s secured to 
angle sac:s; 369, ae latter being fastened to 
the case 85. 233 Scotton of the lever 66s has & 

S. 
downwardly extending 3rages 63 which lies see 
tween the upstanding sisode's 663 Osa stop 25 
A58. A spring 68A consects the eyes 35 to ite 
inner side of the front case Wai 888, so as G 
normally urge the stog oar 53 to the right as 3 
seen in Fig. 0. The ever 365 has an award. By 
extending fange 69 (Elig. 7) which normally leg 
in the p3tih of travel of a trigger catch 8 gormed 
on a trigger . This trigger is pivotally route 
ed in a slot which extends through iod. 25, the 29 
pivot, for said trigger oeing Sorced by is 82, A 
Spring E3 connects an arra dé on one era. O: 
trigger G8 to a pith 5 on the rod 35, so 23 e. 
urge the trigger in 8, countes clocitrise directigo 
as seen in Sig. 37, with 8, Solade 8 on gas 23 
tiigger acting to imit the otsia aeci, SS 
when the rod 25 is noved to eiei, as see: 3. 
Fig. 20, by the lange 835, the trigge, ca&c. (ES Ygia, 
engage fiange S69 so as to move the eyes 833; sesia 
Wardly or to the left, as sinovya in Figs, it and , ) 
and cause the stop bar 358 to release the copy 
holder airn G 2 and pers init; the iotation OS 8 
copy holder under the actica of tooth 23. 

While the sensitized starip. 28) is held stations? 
during the exposure, it is desirable but not ess 25 
sential to punch he perforations 22, 23 and 39 
into the strip, the gracies also sering to hold 
the strip stationary difieg exposure. This guincia 
ing mechanisin is formed of a punch occ: 
(Sig. 33) into which are inserted suitably shape. 89 
punches 22A, 23A and 23A withici register win 
similarly shaped openings in a die lock ineralai 

8. Guide pins 9 si'e gecured to She die block 
8 and are slidably racusated in signiasily shagad. 

openings in the pincia socia. , these guide pigs 35 
59 serve to cause the punches to register exaco 
ly with the openings is he die lock 8. A pair 
of angle clips 80 is secured to purch biock G3 
by any suitable neas, Sci as colts 3G Sadi 
eccentric connecting rod 32 is pivotally riotiatei (? 
setween angle clips 83 on pin 33. An eccen 
ric 88 is secured to Sait (34 and said eccensic 

is adapted to fit into ai opening in ecceiasic sta 
382. Elaus the purches are noved into and ot; 
of the die block 3 for every rotation of shaft, 33 35 
as the strip 25 is held in stationary position. Eile 
die block is also formed with an exposure opene 
ing defining the portion of the strip 2 on which 
a card is photographed, in is opening being a 
alignmen, with the la G. 

it is preferable to positiona a pair of tension 
rolls 85 above punch 6, these rols being gle 
sitioned ore on each side. of strip 26, and being 
rotatably monted or oracket 336 secred c. 
frame member 56. These soils serve to keep tag 35 
strip perfectly flat adjacent &e punches during 
the punching and expegiag (paratioz. An irra 
portant result obtained by punching the strip 
26 at the position and substantially simultane 
ous with exposure to receive asad record the in- 80 
age of a record cardi or other ignatter, is the fixing 
of the image on the strip with the opening punched 
therein in a predeterried relation, Ehis occurs 
in each punching &nd ghotographing operatios, 
and by which cards Ene.7 tie Sui-Seq cently cut gros is 
£he strip in a very accurate. Ea?anner icy using the 
punched openings or controlling the position of 
he strip in a cutting Sacca is so that in the 
cutting of the strip to for the card, he image of 
the card may ke accitatesy but iron &e strip Roy 70 
the controiling actioi (), i.e. openings and the 
mechanism in securing his positioxing. 

In operation the weks 26 in inds froza reel 5, 
asses around drive wheel 53 and the winds onto 

reel 5 f, the strip elas Frest Ancier slight easio. 3 
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by spring motor 8. Pins 57 are moved outward 
ly under the action of can section 62 to engage 
slots 22 and 23 in the strip 20, and cause said 
strip to be moved by the wheel 53. The card to 
be photographed is placed on the copy holder 
arm 02 under spring clips 05, and the copy 
holder arm is then rotated under the action of 
tooth 29 into a position where arm 02 Snaps 
into focus position between the stop bar 58 and 
the latch 59. In this position the card 52 is ill 
luminated by lamps 07, the reflected image pass 
ing up through reflecting prism 09, lens , 
tube 0, shutter opening 3 onto the sensitized 
strip 20, where the strip is exposed with the image 
of the inscriptions 28 on the card 52 to be photo 
graphed through the opening in die block 78. 
The rotation of drive shaft 64 now causes the 

outer end of the resiliently held pawl 67 to en 
gage one of pins 3 and rotate the wheel 53 
through part of a revolution, equal to the length 
of one of the photographic file cards, to the next. 
exposure position. This movement of wheel 53. 
causes one of pins 73 to engage flange 26 and 
slide the rod 25 to the left, as seen in Fig. 10, 
against the action of spring 27. This movement 
of rod f 25 causes tooth 29 to engage another 
pin 30 and move another copy holder arm 02 
into position between latch 59 and stop bar 58. 
This movement of rod 25 to the left also causes 
trigger catch T0 to engage flange 69 on lever 
A 65 so that finger 68 engages shoulder 64 and 
moves stop bar 58 to the left so as to release it 
from the end of the arm 02 and permit the ro 
tation of the copy holder to a new focus posi 
tion. After the pin 73, engaging the flange 26, 
is disengaged by said flange due to continued ro 
tation of the wheel 53, tooth 29 rotates about 
its pivot and slides over pin 30, while finger 
68 pushes the shoulder 64 and bar 58 to the 
right as seen in Fig. 10, under the action of spring 
68A. 
The shutter 2 is geared through teeth 6, 

to gear 8 mounted on shaft 9, said shaft be 
ing driven through bevel gears 20 and f2, the 
latter gear being on driveshaft 66. This shutter 
is so timed that one of the openings 3 will be 
adjacent the tube if 0 when the strip 2G is stopped 
for an exposure during a dwell in the intermit 
tent motion of wheel 53. While the strip 20 is 
stopped for an exposure, the punches 22A, 23A 
and 25A punch the slots 22, 28, and 28 in the 
strip, these punches also serving to hold the strip 
rigidly in position during exposure and so that 
the slots and photographic image on the strip 
are in a fixed relation to each other. The punch 

is actuated from drive shaft 64 by eccentric 
86, through eccentric connecting rod 82. 
The numbers of exposures or copies to be made 

of a particular card is regulated by adjusting the 
lever 54 to any one cf. the four positions shown 
in Fig. 18. When in position 1, the cam 53 holds 
down lever arm 43 so that arm 4 does not en 
gage shoulder 68, with the result that the copy 
holder, arms 02 are rotated with a new card for 
every exposure, and only one copy is made of each 
card. If the lever 66 is in position “R”, cam 33 
is out of engagement with lever arri S3 and rod 

O 

es 

f25 is held permanently to the left, as seen in 
Fig. 15, through the engagement of lever arm 

with shoulder $3, so that an indefinite num 
ber of exposures of each card results, as the copy 
holder artins 2 are not rotated with each expo 
sure. When the lever 54 is in position '4', shoul 
der 39 on lever 36 engages a series of pins 82, 
thus causing the lever 36 to be moved down 
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Wardly for each pin engagement. This down 
Ward movement of the lever 36 also moves rod 
40 downwardly, and causes the shoulder 42 
to trip the lever arm 43, thus disengaging the 
lever arm 47 from the shoulder 48, so that tooth 5 
29 moves the copy holder arm into focus posi 
tion with a new card. The pins 32 are so posi 
tioned that this movement of the copy holder 
will take place after four exposures of photo 
graphs are made of each of the cards 52. Whenlo 
arm 54 is in position '2' as seen in Fig. 18, the 
shoulder 39 will engage both series of pins 3 
and 32, and in a manner described in a previous 
paragraph, the copy holder will be rotated so as 
to bring a new card into position for every two is 
exposures. 
When the roll 2 is completely unwound from 

reel 50, lever 94 moves downwardly, causing the 
shoulder 99 to close electric switch 00 and actu 
ate audible or visible signal 9 to indicate that 20 
it is necessary to replenish sensitized strip 20. 
The metal box T is then removed from the pho 
tographing case after disconnecting the hingedly 
connected plates 83, and the strip is developed 
in the usual way and dried. The resulting strip, 25 
as shown in Fig. 3, is then cut into cards 27 by 
severing the strip across dotted lines 26. These 
cards 27 are then fastened together in the form 
of a chain or series 29 by inserting tabs 25 in slots 
22 or 23. These chains of cards can then be in- 30 
Serted into file pockets 30 by slipping the bottom 
of the card chain under ear 40, and the top of the 
card under fold 32. Out-standing tongues 37 of 
strips 35 are then inserted under angle strips 38 
of each file frame, so as to form a series of over-35 
lapping pockets. The roll ends 65 at the bottom 
of each frame 39, can then be inserted under an gle strip 42 of file tray 4 , and the photographic 
file cards in chain form can be referred to at any 
time. 

I would state in conclusion that while the illus 
trated examples constitute a practical embodi- . 
ment of my invention, I do not limit myself pre 
cisely to the details herein described, since mani 
festly the same can be considerably modified 45 
without departing from the spirit of the inven 
tion as defined in the appended claims. 
What is claimed is:- 
1. A method of duplicating records, consisting 

in taking a series of discrete documents and suc- 50 
cessively placing each document in a photograph 
ing position, directly and successively photo 
graphing positive images of each document from 
the document, onto. Successive portions of a sen 
sitized paper strip, marking said paper strip ad- 55 
jacent each side thereof substantially simulta 
neous with the photographing of each document 
to provide gauge marks fixed with respect to the 
photographic image of the document, develop 
ing, fixing, Washing and drying said strip, and 60 

- Subsequently severing each photograph on all 
sides from said strip to an exact size using said 
marking as a gauging means to control the po 
sition of the photographic image relative to the 
edges of the strip both longitudinally and later- 65 
ally, whereby the severed part of the strip having 
the photograph may be brought into registry to 
produce a uniform duplicate discrete record in 
which a series of duplicate discrete records may 
be produced that have an accurate uniform size. 70 

2. A method of duplicating records, consisting 
in taking a series of discrete documents and suc 
cessively placing each document in a photograph 
ing position, directly and successively photo 
graphing positive images of each document onto 75 
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successive portions of a sensitized paper strip, 
punching openings in Said strip adjacent oppo 
site sides Substantially simultaneous with the 
photographing of each record to provide gaug 

5 ing means fixed with respect to the photographic 
image, developing, fixing, Washing and drying 
Said strip, and Subsequently severing each photo 
graph on all sides from Said strip to an exact 

size using said punch openings as a gauge means 
to control the position of the severing relative 
to the strip whereby the severed portion of the 
strip and the photograph on the strip may be 
registered to produce a uniform duplicate dis 
crete record. 
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